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Reviews: Frequently Asked Questions 

How can I request a review? 

Reviews help you build trust with customers and show a homeowner why they should hire you. 
Ask past and current customers for reviews to inspire other homeowners to contact you!

Here, we answer a few of the most frequently asked questions to make asking for and receiving 
reviews a little easier! 

Requesting reviews with the Angi Pro App is quick and easy. Ask directly from your Leads 
dashboard, enter customer information, or select contacts directly from the Request a Review 
portion of the app. Reach out to your Client Success team and provide customer names and 
contact info so we can verify the project. 

How often should I request reviews?  
Often! Try to build at least 5-10 reviews and then keep building, aiming to get at least 1 per month. 

How does Angi verify my reviews? 
Reviews are verified with both behind-the-scenes automated processes and a real human team 
trained to root out potential fraud. We take integrity seriously, so remember to not review your 
own company and to only ask real customers to rate their experiences with your business – never 
friends, family, or employees. 

Can I respond to reviews on my profile?  
Yes! Responding positively and thanking customers for taking time to leave a review reinforces your 
commitment to good customer service and shows customers that you take their feedback seriously. 

How should I respond to negative reviews?   
If you receive a negative review, make sure to keep your responses positive and professional. 
Apologize if it’s needed and o�er to work with the homeowner toward a resolution. This keeps 
your business looking helpful, professional, and responsive. 

How important are reviews? Which pro would you hire...
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